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Thank you for subscribing! For Windows For Macintosh Important: Make sure WoW is closed before installing and add an exception with your security software to allow the program to run. MAC OS: Make sure you don't allow the app from the App Store to run in your security settings Dowload the free Dugi Addon Installer for Windows or Mac For Windows Right click on the download link and select Save
Target/Link As.. Then select your desktop as the destination folder to place the icon in your desktop make sure wow is closed. Windows: Run DugiGuides.exe (Vista and 7 will need Admin rights and click Yes to allow changes to your computer) Mac: Double click DugiGuides.zip to extract then double-click DugiGuides.app The settings menu should appear for the first time the user, or else click on the
Settings button. Setup should automatically detect your path correctly for your WoW installation, but make sure the WoW installation path is correct. Install Path - &lt;Your path=&gt;\World of Warcraft \_retail_\ Launcher Path - &lt;Your path=&gt;\World of Warcraft\World of Warcraft Launcher.exe (World of Warcraft Launcher.app for mac) Enter your dugiguides.com Username and Password. Trial Users can
leave these fields as blank and click Ok. Click the Refresh button and wait until it says 'Done Installation' Click play to start playing WoW with Dugi Guides. To keep our guides updated to the latest build, simply run the Installer before playing WoW and installer will check the new update and install it automatically for you. Retail Zip Download Classic Zip Download This is the manual download link if you
need to install your guide manually. You can follow the manual instruction here. The All-In-One Download link will automatically select all your AddOns and paid package guides in a zip file for easy installation. If you are not logged in you will only be able to download free AddOns and guides. Registered users: Please login to download all your guides. User Assistance: Dugi Guide's Slideshare Manual uses
cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing the website, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our user agreement and privacy policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing the website, you agree to the use of cookies
on this website. See our privacy policy and user agreement for details. Looking for Dugi WoW Leveling Guide Review? Free Download Trial and Bonus? Dugi WoW Leveling Guide, Alliance Leveling Guide, and Horde Leveling Guides have been around since classic World of Warcraft back in 2005 and over the years we have continuously upgraded our leveling guide to meet our customers' requirements.
Dugi Guides evolved from a written step-by-step guide to an easy-to-read in-game guide to a sophisticated fully automatic guide that we named Dugi Guides V6, which is our 6th generation of&lt;/Your&gt; &lt;/Your&gt; &lt;/Your&gt; &lt;/Your&gt; leveling guide since we first started. Dugi WoW Leveling Guides Features100% Automated System The standard features alone will allow you to breeze through
each zone in World of Warcraft. Automatic Step Completation Quest History Tracking Easy Guide Selection SystemThe Taxi System This is a revolutionary feature that is unique to Dugi Guides, the best way to explain it is by watching the video presentation. The new Taxi System will make our waypoints arrow very dynamic and it will automatically create the fastest way for your character to get to your
location from your current position. It will also automatically suggest the use of Hearthstone, Teleport spells, Flight master, Portals, Boats, Zeppelins and more. A custom route will be created as if our guide has been tailored to your character. Multiple View Mode With multiple customizable display options and 16 skins to choose from. Dugi Guides will work and fit with any UI and play style. You now have
the option to run with a small stealth guide that doesn't clutter your UI or a great detailed guide or even anywhere in between.3D Model Viewer Model Viewer will show you exactly what each NPC or Object looks like in 3D. Now you will know exactly what you are looking for before you reach your destination. What better description than a 3D image of exactly what you are looking for. Map Preview New and
Exclusive with Dugi 5.2 The map preview feature will show a cool HUD style display to instantly show you where to go and highlight the quest area. This feature is easily activated by clicking on the quest objective button. Guide Suggest Mode With Dugi 'Guide Suggest Mode' the addon will immediately suggest the best leveling guide for your character, suggest button will immediately synchronize the guide
with your character's level. There are also three different setting to suit each player skill level. Easy for beginners (Slower leveling speed but low risk of death) Normal for Regulars (Balanced leveling speed and difficulty) Difficult for Veterans (Ideal for good players oriented with Heirlooms)The 'Target Button'This powerful feature is a custom macro to target the NPC for you to kill or interact for each
individual endeavor and also place an Icon above them to help you find them. This is an invaluable feature that will help you find those annoying hidden NPC or help you compete against other players to kill a monster in densely populated servers. Tuned for Each Race and Class You don't have to worry about the guide not being compatible with your character because Dugi Guides will automatically load
the right questing path for any combination of each race and class. Including the new Monk class and pandaren competition from the Mist of Pandaria expansionIf you're tired of wasting time after the wrong path to level 90, this is for you. If you don't know what to do in This is for you. If you have no idea how to earn reputation and complete daily quest, this is for you. If you have no idea how complete events
and profit winnings achievements, this is for you. Thanks for reading my short Dugi WoW Leveling Guide Review. To download the Dugi WoW Leveling Guide Program. Click on the link below: I posted this before in the Elite section but was inspired to move it to the Guides Section after someone made a suggestion to allow a sub-forum for people to request guides. ( What many people don't know is that it's
very possible to get the majority of Paid Guides for in fact for free, and that's how many of the people who post such guides in the Elite Guides Section find them. For those who know the search engine hack that allows you to get paid ebooks and access to paid member access forums, for free. There are a variety of methods available, but this PDF guide puts everything in one place, with explanations and
examples to help you find what you want, without having to pay for it. (It is a PDF that is viewable in your browser) You can also download it here: It includes the following topics: Hide your IP while doing this - the meaning and a howto guideSite: domainname.comwebsitekeyname.pdfIRC, DC ++, Emule, Torrent and Limewire methodsUse the keyword Elite tooldomainname.robots.txtinurl: cbreceiptinrul:
thankyouThank you for your order + downloadA syntax error has occurred filetype:ihtmlGooglebot hackAnd more reason why I would recommend this ebook for beginners and users who want to learn this method is that it provides step by step guides to most of the methods, as well as examples, download links etc. A highlight is at the end he tells you how to get PayPal products for free too. - Even if you
have to buy the method, use your imagination and you will be able to get it for free. Finally, if all else fails, you can check out – that's exactly what it says it is, and very cool I personally would recommend hiding your IP or using a proxy (as per covered in the PDF guide I linked above) although in general it's not needed it's always better to be sure. Over n out! These ads disappear when you sign in.
Interestingly, I've never really looked at it properly in the elite section. Seems good though! which areas does this work with? just as guides and membership or? CAPS LOCK IS THE BEST CC EVA! Originally Posted by t1mPan what areas does this work with? just as guides and membership or? I'm not sure how I could make this more obvious but I'll try. Many people sell online books or ebooks in a
variety of things ranging from Weight Loss to WoW gold guides like World Of Warcraft Gold Guide Free WOW Gold Guide World Of Warcraft Guide | World Of Warcraft Mastery | Tot Dugi's Ultimate World of Warcraft Guide | UltimateWoWGuide.com Asking You to Pay Ridiculous Amounts of Real Life Life in exchange for their information. But sometimes there are loopholes in the system that were when
you have finished buying your guide, they give you a link to a page where you enter your email address and they then email you a download link. Now if you can find the URL of that page asking you to enter your email address, anyone can enter any working email address and have the download link emailed to them. Etc etc. Thanks for explaining, now I get it Thanks! CAPS LOCK IS THE BEST CC EVA!
Thank you, Unholy! +rope for sure! I've been looking for hard ways to how to do this without any luck. Thanks from Mango. Does this work with pron websites? : D I'm pretty sure it has to work with some, though I've never tried. Why don't you go find out? :P Originally posted by Unholy [S] haman I'm pretty sure it has to work with some, although I've never tried. Why don't you go find out? :P dad's home. i
ssoooooo gottta try this! Originally Posted by Vinland Does this work with pron sites? : D Ahah. I lol'd. Anyone got any luck? I've found a 20kleveling guide, but I dare not download it, because I don't have any virus protection. I throw up @Leechers trying to be funny. If you have a tehepic thread or post I will + rep you. I hope you do the same. Originally Posted by Edmutt Anyone has got any luck? I've found
a 20kleveling guide, but I dare not download it, because I don't have any virus protection. What source does it come from? I can check it out for you if you want. Depends on the source though. Edit: thanks for the memo with the link, no I wouldn't go with that source either. Last edited by Unholyshaman; 01-03-2010 at 02:45 PM. Nice But does anyone know where I can download Hide my ip ? free ; P ; P
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